The clinical perspective of large scale projects: a case study of multiparametric MR imaging of pediatric brain tumors.
Current developments in medical information technologies provide the clinical researcher with overwhelming amounts of data that need to be retrieved, organized, analyzed, and shared using secure, efficient, and robust protocols. The development of a local research database can provide an infrastructure for improved data management and detailed data analysis. For example, a pediatric brain tumor database of magnetic resonance imaging data, including conventional MRI imaging, hemodynamic MRI, diffusion weighted MRI and MR spectroscopic imaging, combined with neuropathological and neurological evaluation data, will significantly enhance the assessment and treatment of pediatric brain tumor patients. Furthermore, a negotiation system by which different clinical research facilities can share and combine data will permit re-analyses and meta-analyses of large data arrays that are beyond the focus or time constraints of the original researchers. Such a system will greatly enhance the utility of different data sets to a wide array of scientists. At present, efforts to organize medical data locally and between different sites is limited by diversity, interoperability, security, and accountability difficulties.